
An ASSA ABLOY Group brand

Yale has enhanced its Panic Exit
hardware to offer a high-performance

simpler to use.
CE marked, fully compliant with BS EN 1125
and backed by Yale’s 10-year guarantee for
added peace of mind.

Lockmaster® Panic Exit Device
High performance, easy exit.

A special supplement with

THE FABRICATOR



To mark the big birthday, Yale launched a range of
activities including social media competitions, product

offers and a complete programme of content celebrating
Yale’s history and a special cover wrap with The Installer
and The Fabricator.

Paul Atkinson, Sales and Commercial Director for Yale
Door and Window Solutions, said: “Yale is one of the
oldest brands in the home security market and its longevity
highlights the trust and confidence customers have in the
brand. The yellow circle has become a symbol
synonymous with reliability and quality and it’s no surpise
175 years on Yale is still the market leader.

“As we take a look back at our history, it’s interesting to
see how we have innovated and grown as a company
over the years and how we continue to develop inline with
industry trends to stay ahead of the curve – for example
with the Smart Living range.”

First founded by the Yale family in the 19th century, Linus
Yale Sr. began work on a range of high security bank
locks, patenting his first Combination Lock in 1843.

Yale Cover wrap 2018

CELEBRATING 175 YEARS

However, it was only in 1850 when their son Linus Yale Jr.
joined the company that progress really began, patenting
the famous pin tumbler cylinder lock in 1857 which helped
create the Yale we know today.

During the following century, Yale would become a
globally known brand, designing and manufacturing
security solutions for commercial and residential buildings.
175 years on since Yale began, over 125 countries now
stock Yale products and the company has branched out
from traditional door locks, to a portfolio that now includes
window hardware, padlocks and safes.

It’s 1843, the first type writer is patented, ‘A Christmas Carol’ by Charles Dickens is
published and Mount Etna erupts in Italy. It’s also the year when Yale was
established in the UK

For further information on Yale’s big birthday, please
call 01902 366800 or visit www.yaledws.co.uk
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The internal appearance also replicates a timber
windowwith an ovalo feature frame and a range

of stylish window furniture to choose from

phil@a-w-s.co.ukPHIL MYERS
TEL 01253 888222 MOB 07817 816663

Formore information or a quotation, contact:

AFFORDABLEWINDOWSAREONEOF THE UK’S LARGESTMANUFACTURERS
OF ALUMINIUM&PVCUWINDOWS, DOORS, & CONSERVATORIES

AFFORDABLEWINDOWS, CORNFORDHOUSE, CORNFORD ROAD, BLACKPOOL, LANCASHIRE FY4 4QQ

FREE UPGRADE!FREE UPGRADE!

EVERY INSTALLATION IS A FREE
ADVERT FOR YOUR BUSINESS!

OURNEW20-PAGE BROCHURE
DOES THE SELLING FOR YOU!

WWW.TIMBERLOOK.COM

Taking the time to sell the Timberlook Flush Sash
to customerswill pay dividends in highmargin

newbusiness from friends, neighbours & relatives.

Timberlook is the newFlush SashWindow from
AffordableWindows. It boasts a squaremortise &

tenon looking fabrication for both sash and
outerframe, instead of the tell-talemitred joints
thatwould normally identify awindowas being

fabricated fromPVCu.

Additionally, the Timberlook Flush Sash has a
70mm back to front frame size to make

installation fast, a slim 60mm sash to replicate a
timber sash, and a night latch as standard.

With unique options such as a deep bottom rail
and concealed trickle ventilation, theTimberlook
Flush Sash is almost indistinguishable from the
most expensive flush sash timber windows.

FROMA STANDARD
MITRED PVCU LOOKING

FLUSH SASH
TO A TRADITIONAL
MORTISE & TENON

LOOKING FLUSH SASH

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION
ON-SITE GLAZING - 70MM FRAME
60MM SASH SIZE

NIGHT LATCH
AS STANDARD

CHOICE OF
9 COLOURS

TIMBERLOOK
FLUSH SASH
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‘Choose uPVC for
everyday practicality’

Choice of decorative
features – from Georgian
bars to decorative horns,
brass effect sash lifts;
locking cam catches and
sash restrictors

Can be produced with a
gothic or arch shape

A wide choice of colours
and woodgrain finishes

Suitable for all types
of modern and period
commercial applications
and can be used in
residential properties.

Ideal for use in schools
and hospitals.

Available in any RAL
colour and a variety of
finishes.

‘Choose aluminium for
elegant styles and colours’

GARRARDWINDOWS NOWMANUFACTURING
MECHANICALLY JOINTED SPECTUS VERTICAL SLIDER

FAX OR EMAIL YOUR QUOTES TODAY

Call us now for enquiries
Tel: 01296 66 88 99

or email: enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk

Visit our website:
www.garrardwindows.co.uk
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The massive £200 million St
Michael’s tower in the heart
of Manchester's financial dis-
trict has finally received full
planning permission.

The scheme has been held-up
over design wrangles – particu-
larly with Historic England who
wanted to preserve a Corona-
tion Street type pub and ensure
the listed Manchester Town Hall
was not overshadowed.

The project will consist of two
‘stepped’ towers. One will rise
39 storeys; the other 9 storeys.
both occupy prime space in
Deansgate and will form part of
the Jackson Row regeneration.

Manchester will benefit from
148,000sq.ft of offices and
33,000sq.ft of rooftop bar and
terrace in the 9 storey block.
Manchester is growing at a rate
that has placed great demand
on office space.

The 39 storey tower will house
a two level penthouse at its sum-
mit with an open or covered ter-
race at each end. It will also
include 189 flats and a 216
room hotel.

There are a range of investors –
but the developers are former
Manchester United legends
turned property developers, Ryan
Giggs and Gary Neville. i

St Michael’s Mount
– Huge Manchester
Tower Gets The Nod

Shell Beaconsfield on the M40 will be the first
site in the UK to bring hydrogen under the
same canopy as petrol and diesel, provid-
ing drivers with a range of fuel choices to
co-exist with traditional transport fuels.

The hydrogen is generated on-site using an elec-
trolyser that requires only water and electricity to
generate the hydrogen gas. Hydrogen fuel cell
electric vehicles convert hydrogen into electricity
to power the engine and produce only heat and
water when driven. They can travel up to 700
kilometres on a single tank and can be refuelled
in a few minutes.

The hydrogen station at Beaconsfield is the fifth
hydrogen refuelling site in the UK to be supplied
by ITM Power and will be the first to be opened
as part of the H2ME project. The initiative has

been partially funded by the European Fuel Cells
and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH JU), and
the UK’s Office of Low Emission Vehicles (OLEV).

FCH JU Executive Director Bart Biebuyck said:
“The opening of this new station proves that hy-
drogen is now even more the fuel of the future
and is ready to offer an everyday green solution
to citizens.”

The hydrogen station opening follows a number
of recent Shell initiatives. These include the launch
of Shell ReCharge, Shell’s on-forecourt rapid elec-
tric vehicle charging service; an agreement with
charging network operator IONITY to offer
charge points across ten European countries;
and the acquisition of NewMotion, one of
Europe’s largest electric vehicle charging
networks. i
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News

Plumber Gary Smith has won
his case against Charlie
Mullins and Pimlico Plumbers
– a huge ruling on the em-
ployment status of individual
contractors who might
otherwise have been
considered freelancers.

The Supreme Court found that
Gary Smith, who had worked
solely for Pimlico Plumbers for six
years, was entitled to
workers rights such as sick and
holiday pay.

Smith, who was registered to
pay and charge VAT and describ-
ing himself as self-employed (and
paying tax as such), was not al-
lowed to claim unfair dismissal.

Smith worked for Pimlico
Plumbers in London which is
owned by the Mr Charlie
Mullins. Pimlico Plumbers and
Mullins were the Appellants in
the case.

In August 2011 Smith issued
proceedings against the Appel-
lants before the employment tri-
bunal alleging that he had been
unfairly dismissed, that an unlaw-
ful deduction had been made
from his wages, that he had not
been paid for a period of statu-
tory annual leave and that he
had been discriminated against
by virtue of his disability.

The employment tribunal de-
cided that Mr Smith had not been
an employee under a contract of
employment and therefore that
he was not entitled to complain
of unfair dismissal but he was a
‘worker’ within the meaning of
the Employment Rights Act 1996
and of the Working Time Regula-
tions 1998 and for the purposes
of the Equality Act 2010.

These findings meant that Smith
could legitimately proceed with
his latter three complaints. The
Appellants appealed this deci-
sion to an appeal tribunal and
then to the Court of Appeal but
were unsuccessful. They conse-
quently appealed to the Supreme
Court. The Supreme Court unan-
imously dismissed the appeal.

Judgement
Lord Wilson, Lady Hale, Lord
Hughes, Lady Black and Lord
Lloyd-Jones agreed the tribunal
was entitled to conclude that
Smith qualified as a ‘worker’.
Noting that the three pieces of
legislation referred to all use sim-
ilar definitions within certain
clauses.

Customer, client or neither?
There were features of the con-
tract which strongly militated
against recognition of Pimlico as
a client or customer of Smith.
These included Pimlico’s tight
control over Smith’s attire; the ad-
ministrative aspects of any job;
the severe terms as to when and
how much Pimlico was obliged
to pay him; and the suite of
covenants restricting his working
activities following termination.

Mullins
Charlie Mullins, founder of Pim-
lico Plumbers said UK companies
using self-employed contractors
face a ‘tsunami of claims’: “Gary
Smith, who, despite being paid
more than £500,000 over three
years, sued for employment
rights, even though he signed a
contract as a self-employed con-
tractor.” i

Citizen Smith
Secures Power For
The People
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* Postcode restrictions apply

Quote turnaround within hours

Up to 1200mm sash widths
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Bi-Fold Doors

Working Days
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Tradespeople have shaken
off an awful stereotype by
choosing work over World
Cup with a recent survey
busting the myth.

For years, tradespeople have
been tarnished with the reputa-
tion for prioritising football over
work. Many members of the pub-
lic see them as being a bit too
eager to down tools and head to
the nearest big screen. However,
recent research among trades-
people busts this myth.

Online trade supplier, Ironmon-
geryDirect, has run a series of
polls to find out more about
tradespeople’s attitude to work
during the World Cup and 75%

claimed they would never con-
sider skipping work for footie.

However, if they were to ‘pull
a sickie’ to watch an important
match, tradespeople gave some
of their best excuses, with the
more elaborate ones including:
• I’ve been called up as a late
replacement by Gareth South-
gate.
• My boyfriend’s in labour.
• I’ve got soap in my eyes and
can’t find a towel.
• I’ve been delayed at the air-
port on holiday…in Scarbor-
ough.
• My Auntie’s Gerbil is about to
give birth and I’m the nominated
birthing partner.

Some of the more convincing ex-
amples included:
• I have a dentist appointment.
• The children are poorly.
• I’ve got the flu.”

Good result
Employers are recognising that
the World Cup is important to
many of their staff.

Many responded to the polls
saying they would be more than
happy to be flexible by offering
them time off. One respondent
stated: “As the boss, I always
give my team the time off.

“It also saves them giving me
the daft excuses – and saves me
from having to hear them!” i

Not So Football Crazy –
Not So Football Mad
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MADE FOR TRADE FOR
YOUR NEXT GLOBAL
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£GET A PRICE
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TODAY
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QANW Column

At QANW, we are committed
to improving the services we
offer and the way in which
the industry and homeown-
ers interact with us. With this
in mind we are always look-
ing at ways in which we can
make working with us easier.

Over the first half of this year
the IT and Marketing team at
QANW have been working
hard to bring the industry and
homeowners a new look
QANW website. The website
has a fresher, simpler look to
make navigating your way
around the website a lot easier.

The website has been totally
revamped to provide members
and contractors looking to join
with the information they are
looking for – nothing more,
nothing less! We have stripped

the website back to basics so
you don’t have to search
through pages of information to
get what you’re looking for. The
new website has a similar look
and feel to the QANW mem-
bers’ area so member contrac-
tors should feel comfortable at
using the site.

Some new features are
really worth a look. Check it
out here – qanw.co.uk

Our Company History
Find out about our journey since
we were founded in 1994
and some of QANW’s biggest
milestones to date.

Interactive Carousel
The new interactive carousel on
the homepage has been

designed to highlight key
information to visitors as soon
as they visit the website.

Live Survey Results
Contractors’ feedback is very
important to us and as such our
Operations Team carry out
surveys with our contractors on
an ongoing basis. The results of
the surveys are now displayed
on our homepage.

Homeowner’s Hub
Designed with homeowners in
mind to provide an informative
hub for any queries regarding
an insurance backed guaran-
tee. Homeowners will now be
able to download their policy
via the QANW website. i

QANW New Look
Website – Take A
Look!
QANW is a trading name of
Warranty Services Limited, a
company registered in
Scotland, with the registered
address of 4 Forbes Drive,
Heathfield Industrial Estate,
Ayr, Scotland, KA8 9FG, and
with the company number
SC205797.

Warranty Services Limited is
authorised and regulated by
the Financial Conduct
Authority (Firm Reference
Number 309580)



sales@arkaywindows.com 01923 803923
www.arkaywindows.com London 020 8889 6821

The Spectacular Frameless Roof-light With Full Thermal Break
Fully thermally-broken profile • Frameless internal finish • Flush-glazed external finish
Walk-on glazing option • Designed for rapid installation • Water tightness Class 9A

sales@arkaywindows.com 01923 803923
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The Spectacular Frameless Roof-light With Full Thermal Break
Fully thermally-broken profile  •  Frameless internal finish  •  Flush-glazed external finish
Walk-on glazing option  •  Designed for rapid installation  •  Water tightness Class 9A
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The GGF Health & Safety Column

Most people both inside and
outside our industry will be
well aware of the risks of as-
bestos exposure. It’s been
well documented and there
are many people’s lives that
have been touched either di-
rectly or indirectly to condi-
tions linked to asbestos
exposure. That said, there is a
problem with how the HSE are
currently guiding installers.

In 2012 the Asbestos Liaison
Group (ALG) which is led by an
eminently qualified expert on the
subject from HSE Scientific Serv-
ices and, representatives from
the asbestos licensing companies
as well as The British Occupa-
tional Hygiene Society (BOHS),
embarked on a consultation ex-
ercise with a handful of GGF
members. The aim of this exer-
cise was to provide practical
guidance for installers to follow
when faced with AIB.

At this consultation certain con-
trols were proposed which our
members felt didn’t consider the
consumer and what action they
may take. Unfortunately most of
what was foreseen has now be-
come a reality.

Some of the issues include:
• Full enclosure of a property
where AIB in soffits has been
found and there is no guarantee
that removal could be completed
without the material crumbling.
• When building an enclosure
there must be a separate stair-
case for removers to climb up
and down.

In 2015 HSE Inspectors started to
use the contents of this memo as jus-
tification for issuing prohibition no-
tices and quickly the cost of AIB
removal increased significantly.
Some installers reading this article
may have experience of this and
the impact it has on their customers.

Since 2016 we, at the GGF on
behalf of the industry have lob-
bied HSE to look at reviewing
the guidance. It’s important to
say at this point that there is a
commitment to the protection of
individuals and the environment
but, increasing evidence is show-
ing that potential customers of in-
stallation companies are refusing
to pay for enclosures as directed
in the memo. They are undertak-
ing the work themselves or using
less than scrupulous builders who
often tell the homeowner that it
isn’t AIB simply asbestos cement
(which isn’t controlled in the
same way).

To date we have not been suc-
cessful in furthering our cam-
paign, however in May we
succeeded in agreeing a date to
meet with HSE’s Director of Con-
struction to place our argument
for a review.

This meeting is scheduled to
take place in July. Our aim is to
work alongside HSE and review
the structure and depth of the
guidance.

In the meantime, if you’re an in-
staller who may, even occasion-
ally, come across AIB you must
make sure you and your employ-
ees are aware of what it looks
like. If in doubt get it tested and
follow the control procedures.
Prosecutions are not made
against the homeowner it’s the
installer that stands in the dock
so don’t be that person answer-
ing to a charge. i

Historically Asbestos
Insulating Board (AIB) was to
be found behind cladding
around windows. It has
occasionally been reported
as packing under frames
that haven’t fitted into
apertures so, as installers,
this is a real challenge,
writes Phil Pinnington of the
GGF.

Removing Soffits
Containing Asbestos
Insulating Board



Now with faster turnaround
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Heritage

The two fastest growing
trends in the UK window mar-
ket are heritage and colour,
writes Deceuninck MD Rob
McGlennon.

Homeowners have been mov-
ing away from ‘shiny white’ PVC-
U for some years and towards
windows with character. They
love the traditional timber-look of
heritage-style windows and the
traditional-look hardware that
goes with them. They look per-
fect in period properties and cot-
tages – and they add character
to more modern homes.

Combining beautiful looks with
the convenience of maintenance-
free PVC-U, it’s no wonder they’ve
fallen in love with heritage – or
why installers love them too.

Foil
Moving away from white PVC-
U, it’s no surprise either that
most heritage windows are sold
as foiled colour or with classy
white woodgrain foil. A well de-
signed flush sash in a subtle her-
itage colour, perhaps with a
different colour inside and the
right hardware (for example
monkey tail or pear-drop han-
dles), has a built-in wow factor –
and homeowners pay more for
their dream windows.
New Product of the Year
Deceuninck’s G17 New Product
of the Year Heritage Flush Sash
window is a star in the heritage
market. It looks stunning and of-
fers outstanding performance:
A+ energy rating without exotic
gases or expensive glass;
PAS24 security; top weather
performance; and a night vent
facility.

Fabricators sell it with seam-
less Graf welds, conventionally
welded and corner grooved,
with concealed welds for a butt-
jointed timber look or mechani-
cally jointed for an authentic
traditional appearance with a
Georgian bar option and
choice of traditional ironmon-
gery.

Since its launch 18 months
ago, our Flush Sash has grown
at a phenomenal rate and now

accounts for 22% of our total
sash sales. Without taking vol-
ume from other casements, it’s
additional sales for Deceuninck
and our customers who have
done very well with the Heritage
Flush Sash.

Heritage is made for colour
The growth of Heritage benefits
fabricators and installers with
more sales at better margins.
Heritage windows are mainly
premium and when you pay
more, you expect more in per-
formance, looks and choice.
And by choice, I mean colour
particularly. Traditionally, win-
dows and doors were painted
to complement the buildings in
which they were installed.
Bricks, tiles, other materials and
building styles differed from re-
gion to region. So, colours that
were popular in one place were
less so in others – blacks and
whites were common in
Cheshire; bright colours in the
South-West and East Anglia;
and subtle pastels in the
Cotswolds for example.

In a return to tradition, today’s
heritage-style windows are
made for colour and given the
choice, homeowners do choose
colour. But for most fabricators
colour is a headache, as most
systems companies (Syscos)

Heritage & Colour –
The Wow Factor For
Installers...
And Homeowners
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aren’t colour enabled. If your Sysco isn’t and
makes to order not for stock, your choice will be
limited and your deliveries unpredictable. And
if fabricators don’t know when to expect deliv-
ery, they can’t fabricate and give installers reli-
able lead times or stick to them. So, installers
have been slow to sell colour.

#ColourEnabled to
help you sell
The Deceuninck philosophy is to give fabrica-
tors and installers the best products, choice and
service so they can sell more. We know heritage
and colour go hand-in-hand so we’ve invested
heavily in colour and becoming #ColourEn-
abled, so that Deceuninck fabricators and in-
stallers are also #ColourEnabled. We’ve
developed a world-class foiling team, state-of-
the-art foiling plant and a vast warehouse to
stock our ever-increasing colours across our Her-
itage product range – with 26 colourways in
stock, including matching ancillaries and trims,
available on your next delivery. Using Deceun-
inck Online, customers can look in our
140,000sq.ft. warehouse and put their name
on whatever they want, from a stillage to a sin-
gle length of profile, knowing it will be on their
next delivery. Recommendation

I spoke recently with customer Mark Whittle of
Kestrel Windows. He told me:“Colour was a
main driver behind our move to Deceuninck in
2016. We saw it as a growth area and a way
of differentiating ourselves from rivals. The move
has paid off, colour sales have doubled and
now over 50% of our total sales are colour. We
know we can get whatever colour we need from
stock at Deceuninck, so when the order comes
in from a customer, we’re ready to turn it
around."

Picture: Deceuninck's Heritage Flush Sash.

i

Heritage
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Bentham Green is in an Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty
that comes under the jurisdic-
tion of Tewkesbury Borough
Council’s planning depart-
ment, which uses the
Cotswold Design Code as its
reference.

When Lioncourt Homes bought
the plot with detailed planning
permission for 49 homes, it dis-
covered that the planners were in-
sistent upon flush casement
windows. Said commercial direc-

tor Matt Underwood: “We are
always looking to explore alterna-
tive products and materials that
reduce the maintenance costs of
our homes which is why the
Modus PVC-U window system
stood out to us as a great alterna-
tive to timber windows.”

A&B Glass
A&B Glass, a Tewkesbury based
fabricator and installer got the job
working in tandem with Eurocell
(Modus system supplier). Together
they approached the planning
authorities with samples and with
photographs of similar develop-
ments where the original timber
windows had been replaced with
inappropriate aluminium and
PVC-U equivalents.

“Planners don’t appreciate how
far PVC-U products have come on
in the last decade and what an
improvement they are upon tim-
ber,” said Matt Sollis of A&B
Glass. “And the first-time house-
holders see all the costs of strip-
ping back and repainting timber
windows they will consider re-
placing them.”

Colour and energy
The Modus system is available in
nine solid and woodgrain effect
colours, all of which are available
with white internal finishes to cre-
ate a light and airy living environ-
ment. A further range of more
than 40 solid and woodgrain ef-
fect finishes is available, including
colour both sides. i

PVC-U Wins In Area Of
Outstanding Natural Beauty

Heritage





A Steel Window Association
member has manufactured
and installed bespoke dou-
ble glazed W20 frames for the
refurbishment of a former
brewery building in south
London, with the replace-

ment fenestration fulfilling
various technical as well as
planning requirements.

West Leigh Ltd carried out the
£130,000 contract on the
Plough Brewery, Wandsworth
Road, for Marston Properties
working closely with specialist
restoration architect, McDaniel
Woolf in order to satisfy the con-
cerns of local conservation offi-
cers. Not only were the new
W20 windows customised to re-
spect the property’s heritage – in-
cluding bespoke vents,
hardware and glazing details -
but they also offer much im-
proved thermal and acoustic per-
formance.

In addition, West Leigh’s fitting
of the windows had to be com-
pleted without disruption to the

work of the Plough Brewery’s ten-
ants, who are mainly involved in
the fashion and creative industries.

Feature – 1868
West Leigh produced a total of
80 made to measure windows
which were up to 2200mm tall
where semi-circular heads were
a feature, mimicking the appear-
ance of those believed to have
originally been installed when
the brewery was built back in
1868.

Energy
In order to achieve improved en-
ergy performance and to cut traf-
fic noise from the very busy
Wandsworth Road, 4-6-4 sealed
units were fitted, featuring a soft
coat Low-E inner leaf and Kryp-
ton filling. This offered a centre
pane U-value of 1.2 W/m2K
and full compliance with Build-
ing Regulation requirements.

The frames were powder
coated RAL 7021 Black Grey. i
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AFFORDABLE ALUMINIUM

FREE GLASS UPGRADE
ON BI-FOLD DOORS

TO PLANITHERM ONE
A GREAT SELLING ADVANTAGE WHEN

YOUR COMPETITORS ARE SELLING
DOUBLE GLAZED UNITS LOSING 20%

MORE HEAT BY COMPARISON

7-DAY
LEAD TIMES

ON BI-FOLD
S

7-DAY
LEAD TIMES

ON BI-FOLD
S

INCRED
IBLE

White, Bla
ck, Grey

,

Dual Gre
y on White

& Black on White

BI-FOLD DOORS WINDOWS PATIO DOORS CONSERVATORIES COMMERCIAL

FULLY FABRICATED AND READY TO FIT IN ONE DELIVERY TO SITE IF REQUIRED

WE DELIVER THROUGHOUT THE UK IN OUR OWN FLEET OF 30 DELIVERY VANS, WITH ROUTES TO EVERY
AREA OF THE UK INCUDING CORNWALL, SCOTLAND, ISLE OFWIGHT, JERSEY, GUERNSEY AND ISLE OFMAN.

t - 01253 888233 m - 07794 219773
Simon Youles

e - simon@affordablealuminium.com

AFFORDABLE ALUMINIUM IS PART OF AFFORDABLE

WINDOWS GROUP - ONE OF THE UK'S LEADING

MANUFACTURERS OF ALUMINIUM & PVCU PRODUCTS

THE AFFORDABLE
FLUSH LOOK
ALUMINIUM

WINDOW
HAS MANY UNIQUE

FEATURES THAT
CAN’T BE FOUND IN

ANY OTHER
WINDOW SYSTEM

TO A 70MM FLUSH LOOK ALUMINIUM WINDOW SYSTEM
WITH CONCEALED MULLIONS AND SLIM SIGHTLINES

FREE UPGRADE

FREE UPGRADE
TO 35MM INTERLOCK

VISOGLIDE+
ADJUSTABLE WHEELS & 1.6 UVALUE

BI-FOLD DOORS       WINDOWS       PATIO DOORS      CONSERVATORIES      COMMERCIAL

Simon Youles

BI-FOLD DOORS       WINDOWS       PATIO DOORS      CONSERVATORIES      COMMERCIAL

NEW BROCHURE
NOW AVAILABLE
NEW BROCHURE
NOW AVAILABLE57.5mm

70mm

CONCEALED
TRICKLE VENT
OPTION
AVAILABLE ON
WINDOWS &
BIFOLD DOORS

AFFORDABLE ALUMINIUM
Available exclusively from

NOW YOU CAN OFFER A
BETTER LOOKING

70MM WINDOW AT THE
SAME PRICE AS A

STANDARD ALUMINIUM
WINDOW SYSTEM
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Prescot Windows, a Liverpool based fabrica-
tor and installer, uses Swisspacer for all of its
windows including its most popular Resi-
dence Collection, a window and door system
developed to replicate the look of 19th Cen-
tury timber.

Those installations also feature Swisspacer’s
Georgian bar. Lee Draycott, Director of Prescot
Windows, said: “A lot of our installations are
within conservation areas of Liverpool, meaning
any potential changes must go through Liverpool
City Council. We’re the only company approved
to install in Liverpool’s conservation areas – no
easy feat – after many samples going to multiple
conservation officers, it was finally accepted! “We
use Swisspacer for energy performance and a
seamless, high-end finish. We also colour match
the frame to replicate the authentic heritage look
as much as possible, as requested by the Heritage
teams in planning departments. “Swisspacer
comes in a range of colours that complement the
windows. We even had a customer who wanted
bi-fold doors with an Anthracite Grey spacer. But
when they saw the Swisspacer Titanium Grey, they
had the colour of the doors changed to match the
spacer because they liked it so much!”

Energy performance
“Customers are very interested in energy perform-
ance”, continued Draycott. “So we have literature
in the showroom explaining thermal output. It’s our
job to educate them that warm edge spacers make
a big difference to performance.” i

#fast turnaround
#fully fabricated

from

£350
per pane

from

£450
per pane

T-Handle Included

from

£550
per pane

Call 0800 389 0595
Fax 02476 638779

sales@armstrongindustries.co.uk

Get Quality
Aluminium Bifolds
at Low prices

Spacer Focus In
Liverpool’s
Heritage Area



Creative
website design

from £400

Top agency
design but not
the cost
We supply cost effective
solutions, for both large
organisations and smaller
enterprises, whether
consumer based or
business to business.

In partnership with
our clients we deliver
successful solutions,
working on an individual
project basis or as a
regular support service.

Whether you are
looking to launch a new
website, revamp an
existing site, manage
your website content,
start selling on the
internet or are looking
at email marketing.
We are here to help.

With over 30 years
experience supplying
design and advertising
solutions for the web
and print, we are ideally
suited to provide you
with the competitive
edge. To be a winner in
your marketplace.

For more
information telephone
07784 268685
or cotact us by email at
info@stevebryant.co.uk

www.stevebryant.co.uk
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Outdoor Living specialists, the Milwood Group,
have launched two new products to its Al-
fresco range of verandas as the outdoor living
market continues to grow into the summer.

Having seen its traditional styled veranda prove
popular, the company has launched the Lifestyle Al-
fresco with a more rounded appearance, which en-
ables it to fit in with both modern and older style
buildings.

Meanwhile, the Contemporary Alfresco is a
sleek, modern structure. Each system can span up
to six metres between posts and can extend out
from the property by six metres to accommodate
any size of outside space. Depending on applica-
tion and budget, the roof can be covered with a
choice of 8mm toughened glass that offers a clear
view of the sky, or 35mm structured polycarbonate
panels that are vandal and shatter resistant.

Aluminium, colour & add-ons
The system is manufactured from Milwood’s be-
spoke aluminium extrusions and are finished in any
RAL or BS colour required. Both products can be
supplied with a range of upgrades to enhance the
use of the structure, such as heating, lighting and
glass sliding doors as part of the luxury glass room
package. The products have been designed with
simplicity in mind by MD Mark Wood - a window
installer himself. He said: “The outdoor living mar-
ket is growing off the back of the boom in the bi-
fold door sector. Verandas, canopies and luxury
glass rooms offer a big span between posts, which
creates a viable outdoor space that’s useable
throughout the year.” i
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from
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QUALITY ASSURED NATIONAL WARRANTIES (QANW)

A KINNELL GROUP COMPANY

QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services Ltd. Warranty Services Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Warranty

Services Ltd is a member of Kinnell Group of Companies. Warranty Services Ltd uses a UK based insurer which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation

Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services

Limited, a company registered in Scotland, with the registered address of 4 Forbes Drive, Heathfield Industrial Estate, Ayr, Scotland, KA8 9FG, and with the

company number SC205797. Warranty Services Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Firm Reference Number 309580).

CALL TODAY ONUS

01292 292701
www.qanw.co.uk





Deceuninck has launched Slider24+, the sliding patio door
which is Part Q security and Part M mobility compliant, is
designed to withstand heavy loads and has #BestInClass
weather performance, air and water tightness.

Chris Jones, Head of Sales at Deceuninck, says: “Slider24 quickly
established a lead in the market with its all-round #BestInClass
performance and looks, with 26 colourways from stock.

“Its successor, Slider24+, is the latest in a range of unique, new
Heritage products from Deceuninck that are designed to give our
fabricators a powerful competitive edge. Fabricators and installers tell us
it’s comfortably the best on the market.

“It’s a beautiful patio door that has no plunge bolts and is simple to
install and operate. Homeowners will love it because it comes in 26
colourways from stock, meaning quick turnaround on deliveries. It’s so

secure it comes with the only security guarantee recognised by Neighbourhood Watch.”
Slider24+ is certified to PAS24:2016 enhanced security, with a 12 point locking mechanism, has a double glazed A+ WER

energy rating and comes with an ERA total security guarantee. deceuninck.co.uki

A new upgrade to Veka Group’s Imagine Patio Door
means that a simple, yet innovative locking kit can ensure
the Door meets all the requirements of PAS 24.
This cost-effective lock solution creates additional appeal for consumers
– especially n the new build and commercial sectors – and makes it a
valuable addition to any Veka Group customer’s sales arsenal.

Marketing Director Dawn Stockell explains: “When choosing a part-
ner for this technical project, Veka turned to the experience of ERA to
help develop the upgraded lock.

“Instead of a tricky and unsightly add on – like a plunge bolt –
together, we designed a simpler means to achieve PAS 24 and com-

pliance with Doc Q thanks to a lock kit that is contained within the workings of the door.
“The new PAS 24-ready locking kit brings a host of benefits for everyone in the supply chain. For fabricators, it offers the

same simple fabrication as the standard Imagine Patio Door (aside from fitting lock extensions and keep plates) and there’s
no need to route through profile and steel reinforcement sections to accommodate plunge bolts and additional locking devices.

“For installers, it requires only the standard patio installation technique, with no time spent aligning hook locks or plunge
bolts and no issue of being called back to rectify locking mechanisms if doors move due to thermal expansion. Plus, there’s
the peace of mind that the door is covered by ERA’s 5 Star Security Guarantee against break in. salesenquiry@veka.comi

Veka now has 16 colour combinations available ex-stock, including
the increasingly popular Anthracite Grey Smooth.

This foil option from their Variations collection, has a ‘smooth’ finish – unlike the
realistic woodgrain options - that makes it perfectly suited to projects that demand the
look of aluminium, with all the benefits of PVC-U.

Marketing Director Dawn Stockell explains: “Adding more colours to our ex-stock
offering is another example of Veka’s ability to anticipate – and react flexibly to –
trends in the current market.

“The combination of ex-stock availability of the most popular colours, and four
weeks on some of the emerging options provides a flexible service. Minimum order
quantities remain unchanged at one pack, allowing fabricators to meet one-off orders
without being penalised financially or left with excess unused stock.

“As a large, and long-established company, Veka is proud to be light footed and
adaptable to changing market trends. As demand grows in specific areas (such as
smooth greys) Veka is constantly developing ways to help customers capitalise each
opportunity.” vekauk.comi
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Hardware supplier Window Ware has been announced as
the exclusive launch partner for Caldwell’s new Cotswold
Sinidex window lock in England and Wales.
The cutting-edge Cotswold Sinidex system is a high-specification window
lock with twin locking cams and is tested to PAS24 standard with a Secured
by Design accreditation.

The product boasts several fabricator-friendly features such as an intelli-
gent floating mushroom technology, that offers robust security performance
and excellent tolerance, and ensures the window always locates.

Designed with the fabricator in mind, there are also time-saving features
such as the routing prep, the same as a standard espagnolette, and there
are handy lines on the rod to aid alignment.

The Cotswold Sinidex lock will eventually form part of a full casement
window guarantee package, including stayguards and hinges, allowing customers to quickly and easily manufacture
high performance product. windowware.co.uki

Senior Architectural Systems is putting colour in the frame
with the launch of the new Signature range – an exclusive
sales tool for its trade network of installers which has
been designed to make it easier for domestic customers
to choose from a selection of the most popular and on-
trend colour shades and powder-coated paint finishes.

Compact and convenient, the high quality swatch book showcases
14 different colour options that are available across Senior’s Ali range
of slim line Ali VU aluminium windows and Ali FOLD patio and bi-fold-
ing doors. The Signature collection features an inspiring palette of
colour options from classic neutral tones to more vibrant shades, all of
which can be created at Senior’s in-house powder coating facility.

In addition to the 14 striking shades in the Signature collection,
Senior can coat to the full range of RAL colours and also hold a large
stock of grey, white and grey/white dual profile colours for quick and
reliable delivery. seniorarchitectural.co.uki

Extra space and light all year round – but with no
extra heating costs – are the benefits Dan Sheppard
enjoyed after choosing to cap his conservatory
extension with the Skypod Acute from Eurocell.
And, thanks to the steep pitch of 350, the new roof
matched the existing roofs and looked as if it was
part of the original design.

When Dan and his wife Ashy moved into their bungalow in
Spalding, Lincolnshire, it soon became apparent that the
kitchen was too small for their needs and was, facing east,
rather dark. After deciding on a conservatory extension, Dan
brought in David Shaw of Shaw Home Improvements, who
suggested Skypod Acute would be ideal.

“I follow Eurocell on Facebook so I saw that this new version of Skypod when it was released and this just coincided with me
looking at this job”, says Shaw. “I thought it would look really good and I really like the Skypod system – it’s a doddle to fit. A roof
like this we can fit in two or three hours while another system would take half a day”.

Precision engineered for quick and simple installation, Skypod can be fitted quickly and accurately because there are no mitring
or awkward angles to cut – just assemble and screw into place using the pre-drilled screw holes.

Available in blue, neutral, bronze or clear self-cleaning temperature controlled glass, a Skypod lantern roof provides the home-
owner with exceptional energy efficiency – U-values as low as 1.0 are achievable. eurocell.co.uki
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How can something
so small make
something so great?

The answer is simply because Rapierstar do those
small things in such a great way, leading us to
dominate the window and door fastener market in
the UK for over 25 years.

Just as the architectural landmarks we’ve contributed to
have come to dominate our urban landscape.

And behind all these landmarks, of course, is our
famous hallmark: our guarantee of quality, the

unique ‘Tri-thread’ hallmark stamped into the head of
each and every one of our products.

So see how Rapierstar can give you a great advantage or,
as we say, the edge.

info@rapierstar.comE 01260 223311T www.rapierstar.comW

Just as the architectural landmarks we’ve contributed to 

SEE HOW RAPIERSTAR CAN GIVE YOU THE EDGE



Sealant manufacturer Bond It has launched a new sealant applicator
tool kit which makes it easier than ever for even the novice user to
achieve flawless results, every time.

Developed in line with the business’ commitment to offering innovative solutions that
help to simplify any sealing, bonding or waterproofing task, the new kits feature four

profiling tools in a convenient plastic case complete with an instructions leaflet.
These tools can be used to smooth and shape sealant applied in recessed, flush or
fillet joints to leave a more attractive, neat and tidy finish.

The four different size tools can accommodate any joint measuring up to 28mm
as well as any angle including 45°, 90° and 180°.

They can also be used to create both concave grooves and convex shapes and
are suitable for use with any type of sealant employed in both internal and exter-

nal applications.
Kirstie Cooper, marketing manager at Bond It, says: “Bond It has a firm focus on setting new standards in sealants.We’ve

already played a significant part in pioneering a new generation of hybrid sealants based on advanced polymer technology
and the launch of our sealant applicator kits hopes to build on that. Their introduction reflects our commitment to raising the
bar not only in terms of how sealants are made, but also in how they are applied and used.

“They’re also a far superior and more effective alternative to another ‘tool’ commonly used for smoothing and finishing
sealant – namely a wet finger.” bond-it.co.uki

Hardware supplier VBH (GB) has reported a 15% year-on-year increase in sales for
its hardware for aluminium bi-folding doors. This is due to the expanding green-
teQ Clearspan range and the newly launched Alpha Slim Lever Handle. Further
growth is expected in the summer months.

The newest addition to the Clearspan range, the Alpha Slim Handle Set, is ideal for doors made
from slim sash profiles, including aluminium bi-fold doors and slim section residential doors. With a
backplate that measures just 26mm, and a specially raked lever, it eliminates backplate overhang
and reduces the risk of clashing against the outer frame when opening. It uses the same door prep
as the greenteQ Alpha and Coastline handles, is covered by a 10-year guarantee and is fully suit-
ed, available in five greenteQ finishes.

Sales of products suitable for aluminium Tilt & Turn windows are also growing. The range includes
Roto, Siegenia and Maco options suitable for Alu-groove and Eurogroove profiles alike. All of VBH’s
aluminium range can be purchased through VBH24, the updated webshop. vbhgb.comi

Eurocell is bringing a touch of the American East
Coast to these shores with the launch of Coastline, a
New England-style lightweight composite cladding
range.

Unlike timber, Coastline is virtually maintenance-free, will not
rot or warp and is pest and insect resistant. Its specially devel-
oped colour-coordinated and full powder-coated aluminium
trims and end closers means installation is both quick and easy,
with no wet trades or adhesives needed. Suitable for buildings
up to 18m tall, it is BBA certified and fire tested in the UK by
Exova Warringtonfire to conform to BS EN 13501 (Fire Classi-
fication for Construction Products).
As the next generation of cladding, Coastline is both mainte-
nance-free and less harmful to the environment than alternative cladding systems as it contains no organic material. This means
it will won’t absorb moisture, never rot, nor attract insects that could damage its fabric. Unlike cement boards, Coastline is
lightweight, fade-resistant, 100% recyclable and will not release harmful silica dust when cut to length. Paint and preservative treat-
ments contain volatile chemicals that are potentially environmentally harmful; yet Coastline will never need them – all it takes to
bring it back to its best is the occasional clean with a garden hose. And with issues around the supply of traditional materials such
as bricks ongoing, building designers and contractors are increasingly seeking alternatives that are widely available in the UK and
not reliant on imports. Coastline fits the bill perfectly. eurocell.co.uki
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An East Sussex woman is treating her two children to a
family holiday with the money she’s saved by winning
new windows from Saint-Gobain Building Glass.

The glass company offered the chance to win up to £10,000 towards
the cost of new high-performance windows in a competition to help
launch its new Planitherm Network.

Karen Bulmer, a part-time admin officer for the NHS is the first winner
of the quarterly prize draw, where Planitherm installers encourage their
customers to win back the cost of their windows and installation, up to
the value of £10,000.

Ms Bulmer spent £3894 on new white PVC-U casement windows
from Whiteline Manufacturing, which were installed by Heathfield
Windows, with Planitherm Energy Standard glass supplied by
Glassolutions in Canterbury.

The Planitherm range has been simplified into three options: Energy
Standard for maximum energy efficiency; Comfort, which also offers
enhanced security, noise reduction and furniture fade protection; and
Comfort Plus for all these benefits plus solar control for sunny rooms.

Access to sales and marketing tools helps fabricators and installers to
start having different conversations with their customers and choose the
right glass to meet their changing needs. i

Trade News

With the registration of installer
Heathfield Windows, the first end-
to-end glazing supply chain has
become CORGI Fenestration regis-
tered – from system house Liniar to
fabricators Whiteline to installers
Heathfield Windows.

Chris Mayne, CORGI Fenestration CEO
says: “Our vision was about creating a qual-
ity mark for the complete glazing sector sup-
ply chain, from top to bottom. Individual fab-
ricators and installers are registering solely –
and they will experience significant business
benefits from doing so.

“But there are enhanced benefits, both for
companies and consumers, of a fully regis-
tered supply chain such as the Liniar-White-
line-Heathfield one.

“This will provide product traceability for
homeowners, meaning the product installed

is the same product tested and approved. It will also mean quality production and installation, a more qualified workforce and,
ultimately, more reassurance for homeowners.”

The CORGI Fenestration Installer Scheme provides everything that existing glazing Competent Persons Schemes’ (FENSA, CER-
TASS, Assure etc) offer – online self-certification, financial protection and a homeowner certificate.

The CORGI scheme also provides some extremely valuable extras, such as the use of the CORGI Fenestration Quality Mark
recognised by 74% of consumers, RateYourInstallation, a free TripAdvisor type customer rating scheme, excellent service and
customer care plus much more besides. corgifenestration.co.uki

Win Your Windows Back

Corgi’s Installer Scheme



As announced by The Sunday Times, Origin has
been ranked 58th on this year’s Sunday Times
HSBC International Track 200 list.

The national league table recognises Britain’s mid-
market private companies with the fastest-growing
international sales, with Origin reporting an increase of
68 percent over the last two years.

Origin’s consistent growth and continued success is a
result of manufacturing top quality products, providing its
partners with an unbeatable ‘gold-standard’ of service
and the unrivalled lead times it offers.

Neil Ginger, CEO at Origin, comments: “We’re
incredibly proud to not only have made it into this
year’s Sunday Times International Track 200 list, but to
also rank so highly. It is a huge honour to be listed
alongside some fantastic companies, but it is also
testament to the hard work that goes on behind the
scenes, both in the UK and in the US. This
announcement is not just recognition for Origin as a
business, but also for the whole team to have their work
recognised at the highest level. i

Dekko Window Systems has announced that
they will be exhibiting at The FIT Show 2019.

Following on from their debut last year, the firm will be
showcasing their complete product range including Infinity
- their completely seamless PVC-U range, Räum aluminium
and the Residence Collection.

Sales Director Kurt Greatrex comments: “We look
forward to heading to the NEC with our complete range
including our ever-popular Infinity Flush Sash which now
features seamless cills and corner welds. Whilst we can’t
reveal anything yet, we also have some exciting
announcements planned which are currently in
development at the moment.

Taking place next year from Tuesday, May 21-
Thursday, May 23 at the NEC Birmingham, the event will
feature businesses from across the glass and glazing
industry. The 2019 Show will also introduce a dedicated
Visit Glass exhibition and Forum. i

Hull-based fabricator Vulcan Windows have made the switch to
Eurocell – UK manufacturer, distributor and recycler of window,
door, conservatory and roofline products.

Commenting on the decision, Operations Director Paul Walker says: “We
were impressed with the product range offered by Eurocell, particularly the
Modus system. We are rapidly expanding our new build and commercial
divisions and Modus supports this development due to the variety of foils and
colours, coupled with the flush sash system that offers the options that
housebuilders and developers are looking for.

“These choices are of immense importance to our many domestic customers
too, as they demand style alongside cutting edge performance in security and
thermal efficiency.

“Eurocell has the systems, the back-up and the service that we felt were
lacking in our existing supplier, especially in the new build and commercial
sectors, where Eurocell has teams actively seeking developments in on behalf of
fabricators”.

The switch is already paying off, Paul said. “We found that some
housebuilders only specify Eurocell so there was a lot of work we couldn’t price
for yet, since we signed up with them, we’ve been invited to look at jobs we
wouldn’t have had a look in before”.

For its part Eurocell is very pleased to add Vulcan Windows to its fabricator
network, as the business has the right pedigree and reputation, having been in business for 40 years and developed strong
relationships with housebuilders, ranging from local firms to national names. Employing 80 staff, the company fabricates 500-600
frames per week at its factory in Clough Road. eurocell.co.uki
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On May 25th new European data regulations come
into force with heavy penalties for companies that
don’t comply.

If you’re still relying on your old prospect database
or mailing list, chances are you won’t comply. That’s
why you should team up with Insight Data; we give
you access to the UK’s most accurate and in-depth
marketing data, while helping you comply with the
new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

Call Insight Data today on 01934 808 293 or email hello@insightdata.co.uk
to make sure your marketing is compliant.

The Insight database includes:

insightdata
business is better with insight

502 Worle Park Way
Weston-super-Mare,
BS22 6WA

E: hello@insightdata.co.uk
@insightdata

www.insightdata.co.uk

15,000 fabricators and installers

25,900 local builders

3,200 housebuilders and major
contractors

15,300 architects

DON’T BE LEFT IN THE
DARK WITH GDPR
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Strategic Marketing
– It’s A Tactics Game
You need marketing.You also
need strategy. Mainly, you
need strategic marketing
tactics that help you find your
best customers and connect
with them in a meaningful
way, writes Andrew Scott.

But here’s the catch – good
strategy takes time and requires
experience. Many companies
don’t have data-driven marketing
expertise in-house, meaning they
have to either hire and train an
in-house team or outsource to a
marketing agency.

When you find yourself at this
point, you’re staring down a sig-
nificant marketing crossroads. It
may be tempting to keep things
in-house, but that’s a slow
process and it’s often not worth
the time or money over the long-
term, especially for companies
outside of the FTSE 100.

That’s where an outside market-
ing organisation comes into play.
If you’re still not sure how viable
this option really is, here are five
reasons that outsourcing your
strategic marketing might be ex-
actly what you need.
1. Hit the Ground Running
When you outsource, the pains
of hiring, on-boarding, and train-
ing vanish. A good marketing
partner will have a strong, vetted
team from day one. This means
you get access to an entire team
of experienced professionals all
at once so you can start tackling
strategy immediately rather than
jumping through hoops and as-
similating new employees.

2. A Fresh Perspective
It’s hard to do things differently
with a team of people who’ve
been doing things the same way

for a while. New recruits often
bring new perspectives, but it’s
easy for them to fall victim to
group think and suddenly every-
one is back in the same rut. An
outside marketing services
provider skirts this issue by re-
maining on the outside and bring-
ing fresh ideas to the table.

3. Efficiency, Inside and Out
When you miss deadlines, it’s
tempting to cut back on research
just to keep things moving. Then
you end up right back where you
started. If you’re pursuing an en-
tirely new marketing strategy, it
can also take considerable time
for your in-house team to develop
familiarity. When outsourcing
these marketing services, compa-
nies are able to reallocate inter-
nal resources where they’re most
needed and effective while letting
their marketing partner execute
tasks (a short list or an entire cam-
paign), produce solid results and
keep you moving forward.

4. The Best Tech for the Job
Investing in a new marketing
team is one thing, investing in the
tools this team will need is some-
thing else entirely. There are thou-
sands of marketing tools to
choose from and identifying the
most effective option for your
needs is a major task. A data-
centric marketing partner allows
you to automatically benefit from
their tools. With that, they can
help you understand what tools
work and why, saving you time,
money and stress.

5. All About ROI
It all comes down to return on in-
vestment (ROI). Whatever your
marketing strategy, the ROI needs
to be worthwhile. Even with the
most effective internal team,
sometimes the ROI doesn’t justify
the hours. However, marketing
agencies define success with ROI
and are often held to higher stan-
dards when it comes to proving
that ROI because they don’t get
weighed down with day-to-day
distractions. The best partners
even hold themselves to those
higher standards.

How we can help
The team at Purplex has a deep
understanding of the modern con-
sumer and how to work with you.
We can help you identify and de-
fine your objectives, analyse your
existing data, and use relevant
third-party data to help you cre-
ate a marketing strategy that
works with your needs.

For more information visit
purplexmarketing.com or call
01934 808 132

i



Guardian Roofs System is all we do, we specialise in this product and we do it right!

Our team have worked with the Guardian Roof System for many years,
our experience is vast, try us today!

Contact us for further information by phone or email.

Roof Fabrications Ltd

Trade Only Roofs
We get it right

sales@guardianroofs-uk.com
www.guardianroofs-uk.com
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Access Systems

Bi-folding Doors

Bi-folding Doors

Baypole Jacks

Foorr aallll yyoouurr aacccceessss ccoonnttrrool
annd door hardware
solutions
● Electric Strikes
● DDeadlocking Bolts
● WWaterproof Keypads
● CCompact Shearlocks
● DDeadlocks & Deadlatches
● Loock Accessories
● Trransom Door Closers
● VVortex Magnets

01202 676262
info@alpro.co .uk
www.alpro.co.uk

Shaped Aluminium Windows & Louvres
*Circular *Radial Cornered *Arched *Elliptical

Tel: 01952 290961 Fax: 01952 290441www.radialwindows.com

*Gothic *Rectangular *Trapezoidal *Curved-on-Plan
also Aluminium & Stainless Fabrications ‘Trade Suppliers’

by Midland Alloy Ltd., Stafford Park 17,Telford,TF3 3DG

You can buy jacking kits from as
little as £5.00 each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.

Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka
CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX

Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305

E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

e as £5.00 eac£5.50

Aluminium Systems

Aluminium Lanterns

Colour Applicators

Conservatory Roofs

www.korniche.co.uk

Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854
Email: sales@korniche.co.uk

GLAZED IN SECONDS

ALUMINIUM
ROOF LANTERN

BB
ess

t N
ew Product 2200
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Tel: 07814 209789 Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

PROFINDER www.profinder.eu



To Advertise
Call Mehreen Haroon 07814 209789

mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Fixing BracketsConservatory Roofs

Planning Consultants

Corner Protectors

“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges

For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

Flyscreens



Windows

Racking Systems

PVC-U Glass Handling & Equipment

Profile Bending Screws & FixingsWindow openers

Window Bags & Display Cases

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profiifile bending arch
and angle specialists

■ 7-10 working day turn
around

■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

Glass Handling



ALUMINIUM ROOF LANTERN

www.korniche.co.uk
sales@korniche.co.uk

Specify Korniche today.

STRONGER

WARMER

SLIMMER

EASY
INSTALL

An engineered
roof lantern that
delivers structural
and thermal class
leading performance.
Uninterrupted sightlines
provide unrivalled
interior views.

£ASK

FOR THE
BEST TRADE

PRICES

01642 610799



Yale Cover wrap 2018

security and compression, together with accredited
emergency egress capability for a wide range of
commercial applications. When the device is installed on
a double door, Yale offer a patented solution.

The panic exit device is fully compliant with
EN1125:2008, meets classification 37601421AB and is
also CE marked to meet current European legislation. It is
also backed by Yale’s 10-year guarantee – providing
ultimate peace of mind for end-users.

The updated Lockmaster Panic Exit device has been
redeveloped for improved fabrication, installation and

use. Instead of using adjustable bosses, the device now
features straight through fixings to guarantee smoother
operation for both fabricators and end users alike.
Additionally, all components are supplied in a dedicated
kit box to make the installation process much more
streamlined.

Paul Atkinson, Sales and Commercial Director for Yale
Door and Window Solutions, said: “Safety is more
important than ever and at the forefront of specification we
want to make sure our customers have all the information
and advice they need to install devices in line with the
latest guidance. To demonstrate our commitment to
customers and continuous improvement, we have
redeveloped our Panic Hardware to enhance the
fabrication and installation process, investing heavily in a
comprehensive range of marketing and training support to
make installation as easy as possible.

“The resources include a user-friendly installation manual
and product instructions as well as a series of ‘How to’
videos. The videos demonstrate the installation process for
the device as well as how to operate once installed. All of
which adds clarity to the installation process making it
much more straightforward for our installer customers.”

The new hardware also comes with separate end-user
instructions providing clear operating guidance.

Specifically designed for use with Yale’s Lockmaster
range of multi-point door locks, the Lockmaster Panic Exit
hardware offers the advantage of high performance

YALE ANNOUNCES IMPROVEMENTS TO ITS
LOCKMASTER PANIC EXIT HARDWARE

Security specialistYale has enhanced its Panic Exit hardware to offer a superior solution that’s faster to
fit and easier to operate

For further information on Yale’s Lockmaster Panic Exit
Hardware, please visit www.yaledws.co.uk or call
01902 366800. For the latest product updates and
information, follow @YaleDWS on Twitter

Assa Abloy – home site ofYale inWillenhall
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An ASSA ABLOY Group brand

Introducing the new
hardware range
Designed for bi-fold doors
Secured with Yale

A new range of innovative products from the world’s
most trusted lock manufacturer, designed specifically
for bi-fold doors.

The new Yale Lockmaster 28mm backset multipoint lock fits into slim sightline
profiles and is available in standard 16mm euro groove and 24mm u-channel variants.

Ideal for narrow door sets, the new door handle is manufactured from 304 stainless
steel and is complemented by a black Platinum 3-star maximum security cylinder.

Created to enhance performance and maximise security, this hardware collection has
been designed, developed and tested to precise standards to deliver the exceptional
performance you expect from Yale.

For more information on the new bi-fold door range, please call
the Yale team on 01902 366800 or visit www.yaledws.co.uk

PAS
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